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A Thank You to our Partners
 

Thank you to our partners and community organizers who were instrumental
assisting the Coronado National Forest through the sensing phase of the

Santa Catalina Trail Plan development.
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Introduction

The Santa Catalina Mountains soar over Tucson, Arizona, a city of 1 million.
Mount Lemmon’s peak reaches 9,171 feet above sea level, making the
mountains a popular recreation destination in all seasons. The Santa Catalina
Ranger District of the Coronado National Forest manages all 265,000 acres of
this rugged mountain range which includes steep slopes, deep canyons,
incredible biodiversity, a range of ecosystems, and 247 miles of trail. These
trails are predominantly open to non-motorized users such as hikers,
mountain bikers, trail runners, climbers, and equestrians. Forest Service
visitor data indicates that trail use is the dominant recreation activity on the
Coronado National Forest. However, a comprehensive trail planning effort for
most of the districts have never been completed.

Changes in recreation preferences and technology have shifted trail use
patterns. Mountain biking has grown in popularity and better equipment
challenges riders on trails not normally heavily used for biking. Trail running
has also grown in popularity. Demand for access to rock climbing areas has
caused the creation of some unauthorized non-system trails. Similarly, the
steepness and difficulty of many of the trail systems provides limited routes
for less experienced users or those with limited levels of mobility.

The resulting high use of District trails, especially on Mount Lemmon and
along the Catalina Highway, has led to trail degradation, user conflicts and
the creation of unauthorized, non-system trails. In many locations, existing
trailheads and trail access points are insufficient for current and expected use
levels. Lastly, the Bighorn Fire of 2020 impacted more than half of the
district’s trail system, altering available recreation settings and trail
conditions.

The Santa Catalina and Rincon Mountains need a system of trails for all users
that will be ecologically, economically, and socially sustainable. This can only
be done through open collaboration and shared investment with partners
and local recreation organizations. An interactive Story Map was launched in
November 2021 to collect comments from the people that know these
mountains best: the community. See the next page for a rundown on the
engagement numbers following the comment collection period.
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Construction of interactive Story
Map to collect public comments.

Interactive Story Map released to
public, news releases and letters to
partners and interest groups sent.
Access Story Map webpage:
tinyurl.com/CatalinaTrails

Mountain Biking (TORCA)
Rock Climbing (CASA)
Hiking/wilderness (S. AZ Hiking
Club, Santa Catalina Volunteer
Naturalists, AZ Trail Association,
Wild AZ, The Wilderness Society
Conservation (Sky Island Alliance,
Tucson Audubon, The Nature
Conservancy)

Conversations with trail, community,
and conservation partners:

Organize and document sensing
comments & input. Summarize
key issues.

Public Engagement Report

Timeline

From June 2021 to April
2022, nearly a year of
public sensing has
gone into the
development phase of
the Santa Catalina Trail
Plan. The summer of
2021 began with
informal discussions
involving several
community groups
that are deeply woven
into the fabric of the
Catalina and Rincon
Mountains.

With the valuable input
from recreation
partners, conservation
groups, and partner
agencies, the
interactive Story Map
was launched in
November 2021.

For 70 days, all
members of the public
could comment and
suggest their ideas for
the development of the
trail plan. Comments
were then coded and
categorized, and
published in this report.
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Comment Analysis
 
Following the collection period, Coronado National Forest staff identified the
key themes seen across nearly 900 comments, and over 2,000 agree and
disagree reactions. Comments were coded using MAXQDA software to
categorize comments based on keywords and phrases. See the following
tables for the comment categories.

Note: The "Frequency" numbers do not add up to the total number of
comments (861). This is due to overlap where more than one category may be
mentioned in a single comment.
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 Heat Maps
 

Heat maps are a way of visualizing concentrations of data points. Below you'll
see the "All Comments" heat map showing high concentrations of comments
in red, medium in orange, and low in yellow. On the next few pages you'll see

the breakdown by comment category.
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Opportunities
 

There’s no doubt these mountains will be important for years to come. Visitors
suggested what opportunities there are to improve recreation while being

good stewards of the land. They considered: trail re-alignments, new
connections, improvements to parking/trail access, education programs, areas
where cultural or natural resources could be protected or restored, and more.
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More Trails

The top theme from nearly 900 comments was an overwhelming call for
more trails in the Santa Catalina and Rincon Mountains. But more trails can
mean different things for different users - this chart breaks down the division
of what kinds of new trails visitors are interested in.

39.4% of commenters suggested the establishment of more trails, without
further specification. Connector trails and loop trails followed, with more
beginner trails, bike park, and downhill biking trails close behind.

More Trails
(Unspecified)

39.4%

C O R O N A D O  N A T I O N A L  F O R E S T

Connect  Trails
23.2%

Beginner
Trails 10.1%

Loop Trails
14.1%

Bike Park
7.1%

More Downhill
6.1%
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Milagrosa
41.1%

50-Year
18.5%

Adopt Trails
(Unspecified)

14.4%

Rattlesnake
Peak 0.3%

Climbing
Approaches

7.2%

Pusch
Peak 1%

Baby Jesus
2.1%

Adopt Trails

Adopting trails was a close second in terms of top themes. Commenters
identified well-loved trails that are not part of the National Forest Service
(NFS) Trail System.

 A call to adopt trails (in general) along with specific trails, means that the
Forest Service would be able to log and maintain trail status with crews,
volunteer groups, and contractors.

1918
9.2%

Secret
Trail 6.2%
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Opportunities

"Hunters need better access to this area." -Buehman Canyon

"Mt. Bigelow is perfect for many more bike trails especially loops.
Mountain biking is a year-round sport in Tucson, but riding in town
during the summer is dangerous. Escaping the heat in the higher
elevations of Mt. Lemmon is in high demand in the mountain biking
community. Additional trails will also help spread out hikers and other
trail users." -Mt. Bigelow

"Milagrosa is pretty regularly used by
climbers, cyclists, and hikers. I've
always assumed it was an official trail.
It would be nice to see this become
an official trail and for the USFS to
make sure it is sustainable."
-La Milagrosa Canyon

"A good bike skills park on Mt.
Lemmon would put Tucson even
more on the map for the global
mountain bike community attracting
a lot of tourism and potential
professional transplants for the city."
-General Comment
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Opportunities
"Cardiac gap was overgrown
in October. It took a lot of
extra time to get to the top of
the ridge (pass over to
Esperero canyon) because I
had to hunt for the trail. I
suspect it has gotten better
with lack of rains, but a small
section of trimming could do
wonders to re-enable access
to Bridal Veil, etc."
-Esperero Trail

"Create a trail that links Bug Springs to the top/saddle of Bellota AZT.
This would make a great option for mountain bikers as it would cut
out a long, challenging climb from the road to that saddle point."
-Bug Spring

"I love the mountain biking
trails in this general area,
and I am surprised to find
out they aren't official trails!
Would be amazing to make
these official, and even
expand the trail system to
connect to the trails on top
of the mountain."
-Baby Jesus Ridge Area
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Successes
This area is used by hundreds of thousands of visitors each year. To maintain
the area, partners, volunteers, and Forest Service staff are engaged in many
projects and programs. Visitors shared their feedback on what their favorite

trail is and why, particular projects that made a trail more sustainable or
enjoyable, trails with good examples of shared use, and more.
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“The Marshall Gulch Trail and others connecting up to Marshall Saddle
like Aspen and Wilderness of Rocks are some of the best trails around.
More trails like this would be an excellent addition both up on the
mountain and on the N & W sides of the Catalinas.” -Marshall Gulch Trail

“Having been involved with Back Country Horsemen at all levels, I heard
reports of many conflicts between mountain bikers and horse riders... I
was pleasantly surprised that is not the norm where I ride here, mostly
in the Catalina area. Generally, bikers and equestrians are considerate of
each other... [and] I can report the same with hikers. Those of us who
use the trails are all glad to be there, and willing to share, with few
exceptions. I am fulfilling my plan to ride almost daily and have quality
trails on which to do so.” -Sutherland Area

“Both my son and I ride single track here in Tucson. We both feel that
the motorized trail system is a great way to enjoy our beautiful outdoor
environment safely and legally. We pay for our OHV plates yearly and
would like to see some expansion of motorized trails in Tucson.”
-General Comment

“Thanks to all for the work that has been done to reopen the trails this
fall/winter given the damage from the Bighorn fire and subsequent
monsoons. Improvements on the lower areas of Ventana Canyon,
Pontatoc and Finger Rock are great especially for less experienced
hikers wanting to use those parts of these trails.”
-Ventana and Pontatoc/Finger Rock Trails

Successes
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Concerns
 

Competing values in a confined area or on a trail can cause conflict. Visitors
considered what concerns they had Catalina trails and share feedback about
trail condition issues, impacts to natural and cultural resources, where they've

experienced user conflict, or unauthorized trails that are not sustainable.
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With overuse and crowding as the community's foremost concern, the need
for a sustainable trail plan is critical. Tucson is home to 1 million people, with
high visitation numbers every year. As recreation increases in the Santa
Catalinas, managing a growing recreation population is at the top of the
Coronado National Forest's priorities.

Concerns

Top Concerns

"Aspen Draw needs some serious relief. No one group should have to
lose access to it but it is just becoming more and more overcrowded.
The trail really needs more access so that all users can enjoy the area in
their own way, without conflict. The amount of people heading up the
mountain [is increasing]. The very limited infrastructure of trails up top
is going to create disaster." -Aspen Draw Trail
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Concerns
"Narrow and inconsistent shoulder width for cyclists [on the Catalina
Highway] combined with poor driving is dangerous for cyclists. I strongly
suggest increasing shoulder width on the uphill side for biker safety."
-Catalina Highway

"Many rock climbing areas have established approaches on unofficial
trails that have existed for decades. The climbing community takes
considerable effort to minimize social trails while accessing the cliffs we
use. Climbers and canyoneers will continue to access these cliffs
regardless of what rules are in place so I think the trail plan should
contain language to encourage staying on established trails (unofficial or
official) rather than any sort of blanket prohibition of off trail use."
–Mount Lemmon Trail/General Comment

"The Forest should analyze which trails in the current sheep
management area might pose the LEAST risk to bighorn sheep and
designate some areas available to dogs. This should be a pilot project to
document whether or not sheep are impacted with the results of the
study informing future decisions on sheep management and dog
presence." -Pusch Ridge Wilderness

"There should be a clearly marked parking area, with a bit more room, at
the entrance to the La Milagrosa / Agua Caliente canyons trail complex.  
 It is important to preserve public access to these awesome canyons."
-La Milagrosa & Agua Caliente Canyons
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 Values
 

The Santa Catalinas and Rincons mean quite a lot to people. Visitors shared
what they value about these mountains, trail experiences, connections to a

place, important cultural and historical sites, natural resources, and sights or
sounds they care about.

C O R O N A D O  N A T I O N A L  F O R E S T
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 Values

Reply: “mountain biking is a
huge draw for Tucson and we
should embrace it”
Reply “If mountain bike trails are
added, there should be beginner
as well as expert trails.”

“Given the growth and popularity of
mountain biking, this area could
use some purpose built MTB trails
that utilize the lifts. This could
prevent conflicts with hikers and
utilize already existing, impacted
areas.” -Aspen Draw Trail

"Trails in this area are very important to the community of Oracle and for
hunter access into this area." -Oracle Ridge

"One of the things I enjoy most in this area is dirt biking in the desert. I have
introduced this new hobby to my family and they very much enjoy it as well...
I have been able to get my kids to put down their iPads and phones and
enjoy an activity that is difficult, requires practice, and gives them something
to be proud of as they excel at it. Single track riding is much safer for them
due to the slower speeds... With the popularity of UTVs increasing, it would be
great to preserve a trail system for single track dirt bike use. My family would
very much appreciate a dedicated trail system closer to the North Tucson
area." -Oracle Hill Area

"This area - the Reef of Rock - has historically been and continues to be a
highly valuable backcountry resource for the Southern Arizona rock climbing
community. Hikers also enjoy the adventure out to this spectacular ridge of
rocks, and there are canyon routes descending the ridge that meet with the
CDO trail." -Reef Rock Area
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Date Location

Wed 1/12 Molino Basin & Windy Point

Mon 1/24 Finger Rock & Ventana trailheads

Tue 1/25 Windy Point

Sat 1/29 Molino Basin & Hirabayashi trailhead

In-Person Outreach

In addition to digital outreach efforts through sharing the online Story Map,
emails to partners, news releases and social media posts, there were
significant off-line endeavors to reach the public as well. Mirroring the digital
Story Map, large maps of the trail plan area were printed for in-person tabling
at popular trailheads. Here, community members actively using the trail
system were able to document their ideas for improving the Catalinas. Signs
with the Story Map website and QR code were posted in 15 locations along
the foothills area and Catalina Highway trails for visitors to scan and provide
input at home.

A public forum was held on January 26, 2022 at 4:30pm for partners and
members of the public to learn about the trail plan, voice suggestions, and
ask questions in a live, virtual meeting.

Dates and locations of in-person outreach and comment collection

C O R O N A D O  N A T I O N A L  F O R E S T
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Comments Collected from In-Person Outreach
Quotes collected on paper, then added to the digital Story Map.

Category and location collected noted.

"I come to enjoy the
diverse hiking. I make
sure to come midweek
though, to avoid bikes. I
think we can successfully
share trails."
-Value, Molino Basin

"The Forest Service could be
more welcoming to
climbers. Improving access
trails and the base of crags
to reduce erosion would go
a long way."
-Opportunity, Windy Point

"Finger Rock Trail is
extremely washed out
and it's hard to find the
trail. But, I'm impressed
with the work already
done there - the stone
steps and brushing."
-Concern, Finger Rock

"I love Maiden Pools - it's a less intensive
hike to get to water, and you feel really far
from the city." -Success, Ventana Trail

"Potable water should be
available at Hirabayashi for
cyclists & mountain bikers."
-Concern, Hirabayashi
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Conclusion

Phase 1 of the Santa Catalina Trail Plan is complete. Through the collection of
important input from partner agencies, local recreation organizations, and
community members, Coronado National Forest staff now have the difficult
task of narrowing down a list of priorities for the Catalinas.

There are clear top priorities voiced by the community, as well as necessary
steps the Forest must take to address and achieve sustainable management
of these mountain ranges. The development of the Santa Catalina Trail Plan is
meant to be collaborative, with all user groups in mind. The Forest expresses
a heartfelt thank you to every individual who was involved, every leader that
rallied their communities, and every agency that took time to write a letter
with important contributions.

Next Steps

Following the sensing phase, focus group collaborations are now in the
planning process. Different user groups and stakeholders will have the
chance to hold a dialogue about their specific uses in the forest, how they can
get involved beyond sensing, and what the community's capacity is for
implementing projects.

C O R O N A D O  N A T I O N A L  F O R E S T
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Increasing visitation and the growing role outdoor recreation plays in our
community and economy
Popularity of trails, which are used by 75% of Coronado visitors
Changing technology and user preferences
Changes brought on by the Bighorn Fire of 2020, such as erosion
Existence of unauthorized, user-created trails

Ensure the creation of a strategic plan that is ecologically, economically,
and socially sustainable
Ensure a trail plan that is built through a transparent collaborative process
Create a system of trails and trail access points that will meet the needs of
current and future users
Add sustainable trails to the National Forest Trail System
Obliterate trails that are damaging to the natural resources and can’t be
maintained to be sustainable
Reroute sections of trail to locations that are non-damaging for some
trails
Effectively manage trails to reduce user conflicts
Promote partnerships for maintaining trails

The Need for a Trail Plan

The Forest Service has identified a recreational trails plan as a top priority for
future trail planning and stewardship for the Santa Catalina Mountains due
to:

Goals for the Trail Plan

The main goals for the development of the Santa Catalina Trail Plan will be to:

Scope

This effort will produce a conceptual trail plan for the Santa Catalina Ranger
District not already covered by an existing plan. Areas with current plans
include Catalina State Park, Sabino Canyon Recreation Area, and Redington
Pass.

C O R O N A D O  N A T I O N A L  F O R E S T
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Appendix D - Social Media Outreach
Facebook
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